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Wire free 4G Cellular Solar Camera makes security monitoring for boat owners easy
Keep watch over moored fishing boats, cruisers
and yachts at the marina without relying on WiFi or mains power using Uniden’s App Cam
Solo 4G full HD 1080p camera. Ideal for
monitoring activity around the jetty and ensuring
onboard valuables are safe, the wire free
camera relies on SIM based connectivity and a
rechargeable battery for non-stop power when
used with the optional Uniden Solar Panel
accessory.

The app enabled smart security camera provides a flexible surveillance solution, with the ability to check
vision remotely from anywhere at any time via a smart device.

The Uniden App Cam Solo 4G, allows users to connect to 4G through a sim card and data plan of choice
and install the surveillance camera in areas where Wi-Fi connection is unavailable. Featuring a new
contemporary and waterproof design, the camera can be positioned outdoors and indoors, with a
camouflage silicon sleeve providing added protection.

Monitor boats and yachts 24 hours a day, seven
days a week with the App Cam Solo 4G’s large
capacity 7800mAh rechargeable battery, which
can be topped up during daylight hours with the
Solar Panel accessory to help maintain
continuous power.

The camera offers up to 90 days of standby
time thanks to its advanced power-saving
technology. Users can view footage remotely
via the free Uniden Solo app, which also sends intelligent alerts and push notifications when motion is
detected. Captured footage can be stored via the Uniden Cloud backup or direct onto an SD card. The

camera features Thermo Sense Technology, a heat sensor that eliminates false notifications from
surrounding trees or branches.

A siren alert can be activated to act as an additional deterrent to startle unwanted visitors, while the Two
Way Talk function allows communication through the built-in mic and speaker to visiting trades or guests.

With a 110-degree wide viewing angle and Starlight Night Vision, the App Cam Solo can record or live
stream sharp, clear footage capturing more detail at night and in low light conditions without additional
lighting infrastructure.

App Cam Solo 4G Solar Panel Kit RRP $649.95
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